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 This research discussed about an analysis on Indonesian borrowing words 
in Endelanguage.This research aimed to describe the types of Indonesian 
borrowing in Ende language, and to find out the factor of borrowing words in 
Ende language. This research focused on Indonesian borrowing words in Ende 
language used Haugen theory about borrowing word. The data were analyzed 
using qualitative method. The researcher used observation and interview sheet as 
the instruments to find out the valid data. The findings showed that there were 104 
of loan words without phonetic substitution, 56 of loan words with partial 
phonetic substitution, 11 of loan words with complete phonetic substitution and   
4 of loan blend. The result of this research showed there were two types of 
borrowing words used by the people in Kerirea village that is loan words and loan 
blend. Therefore the researcher concluded the dominant type that was used in 
Ende language was loan words and the factors of borrowing words were the lack 
of thesaurus in Ende language and many new words appear in Ende language.  
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A. Background  
Language is a system of communication used by the people to expression 
their feelings or ideas to the other people. As stated by Richard et al., 
(1985:153,154)” Language is the system of human communication by means of a 
structured arrangement of sound or their written representation to form large unit. 
Chomsky (2002) added that a language is a set of sentence, each finite in length 
and construct out of a finite set of elements. Therefore, in the language there are a 
number of words that must be understood well so that someone’s ideas can be 
easily understood. In learning language we can learn about the aspects of language 
itself, it means language not only a single system but also consists of phonology, 
syntax, semantic and morphology. In learning language morphology is very 
important, Morphology tends to discuss about the analysis of word structure.  
Morphology is talking about the study forms which is used to explain all 
basic of element in language (Yule,2006). Morphology is a study about how to 
form and formation of the words in a language. Chaer (2008: 3) said that 
morphology is a linguistic study which means the science of forms and the 
formation of words. It means that morphology is a study about form of the words 
and word changes.  
          Study about words has a correlation with word formation process in 
language. Word formation is the process of formed the word or creation the word 
(Richard et. al, 1985:321).Yule (1985) stated that word formation is the creating 




is process of creation the word from the foreign language and be the part of 
language in that country. The process can be used in word formation are  
compounding, derivation, Inflection ,conversion,  coinage, blending, clipping, 
back formation, acronyms and the last is borrowing. In word formation process 
we know that borrowing are influence by foreign language. The borrowing 
language can be the form of word structure, etc.   
Borrowing words is a word formation process by borrowing or taking 
other vocabulary so it becomes the part of language itself. Pei (1966:124) said that 
borrowing words is the process whereby new words are formed by adopting 
words from other languages together with the concept or ideas they stand for. So 
borrowing words is process taking by adopting the words from the other language. 
Borrowing is the main external cause of language change from one language to 
other language. We know that in borrowing this change does not only happen in 
spoken language, but also in written language. Besides that, the researcher wants 
to know the borrowing word from Indonesian into Ende language. 
Generally, borrowing words occur in the most of local language in 
Indonesia. For example in Ende Regency.Ende Regency has two languages, they 
are Ende language and Lio language.  Ende language is spoken by the people in 
Ende and Lio language is spoken by the people in Lio. It almost has the same 
language but different in the accent. The people in Ende speak the Ende language 






As a communication system that used in daily life. The people in Ende 
used their language for their needs and activities. The people in Ende used Ende 
language to do communication each other’s but sometimes when they speak, they 
also borrowing the words from English.  
For example: 
Mama :Ria,    ma’eengefacebook,   tapi         e           ne’ebelaja 
              3SG, don’t    play     facebook,   but    remember  with     study   
              ‘Ria, don’t  playfacebook  but remember to study’  
Ria      :  Napa      selo’o                    mama 
              Wait       for a moment         3SN. 
              ‘Wait for a moment please, mom.’ 
The use of word “Facebook” in Ende language is borrowing word from 
English. Not only in English, The  people in Ende also borrow the words from 
Indonesian language.  
For  example : 
A :kainaPegawenorekanto    kami 
      3SG     is    worker       in       office      1PL  
      ‘She is worker in our office’ 
B :Hoja’oteikainorekanto 
       Yes    1SG     meet   3SG      in      office 
      ‘Yes,   I meet her in the office’    
The use of the word “ pegawe” in Ende language is borrowing word which 
is borrowed from the Indonesian  language. In this the research, the researcher 




Ende language and also no one has researched about borrowing word used in 
Ende language . So the researcher is interested in researching about borrowing 
word in Ende language  
Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interesting in conducting 
a research entitle “AN ANALYSIS ON INDONESIAN BORROWING 
WORDS IN ENDE LANGUAGE” 
B. Research Problems 
The statement of the problems of this study are 
1. What are the types of Indonesian borrowing words in Ende language? 
2. What are the factors that cousethe Indonesian borrowing words in 
Ende language? 
C. Aims and Benefits 
1. Aims  
1) To describe   the types of Indonesian borrowing words in Ende 
language. 




To support the theory by Haugen (1950:210) states that 
borrowing is the adoption of a linguistic expression from one 
language into another language.   




1) As an information material for people who used of Ende language 
but didn’t know how the Borrowing words in the Ende language. 
2) To learn more of education in the world, especially language 
education. 
3)  As a references for the next researchers who want to examine the 
same object to facilitate the research process. As an ingredient of 
linguistic studies, more specifically on regional languages. 
D. Scope of the Writing 
In this research, the researcher just focuses on the Indonesian borrowing 
words in Ende language to be analyzed, especially the types and the factors 
that cause Indonesian borrowing word in Ende language. 
E. Definition of Terms 
In this research has four main terms. They are as follows: 
1. Analysis 
Analysis is a process of inspecting, cleansing, transforming, 
and modelingdata with the goal of discovering useful information, 
informing conclusions, and supporting decision-making. In this 
case, the researcher wants to analyze the borrowing words use in 
Ende language. 
2. Indonesian  
Indonesian is the language that is used by people in Indonesia 
to interact each other, but not only Indonesian sometimes they use 





3. Borrowing word 
Borrowing word is the process by which word from one 
language is adapted for used in another language. In this case the 
borrowing word means taking the word from the target language 
and becoming the language of the country itself. The researcher 
wants to know the borrowing words that are used in Ende 
language. 
4. Ende language 
Ende language is one of the languages that used is by the 
people in Ende Regency. The people in Ende used Ende language 
as their daily communication except in the formal activities like 
in the office, school and etc. In this case the people in Ende 
spoken Ende language just in the informal activities but in the 
formal activities they usually use Indonesian. 
F. Organization of Writing 
This research consists of five chapters. In first chapter consists of 
background, research problems, aims and benefits, scope of writing, 
definition of terms, and organization of writing. In the second chapter 
consists of concept and theory, related research. In the third chapter 
consists of research design, location and schedule, research instrument, 
data collecting technique and data analysis technique.In the chapter fourth 
consists of findings and discussions. In the chapter fifth consists of 






REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Concept and Theory  
1) Linguistic 
Linguistic is the science that describes and patterns of the sound 
system .Part of   linguistics are: Phonetics is the study of speech sounds 
in their physical aspects, Phonology is the study of speech sounds in 
their cognitive aspects, Syntax is the study of the formation of 
sentences, Semantics is the study of meaning, Pragmatics is the study 
of language use, and Morphology is the study of the formation of the 
words. 
2) Morphology  
        Morphology is a linguistic study which means the science of 
forms and formation of the words Chaer (2008:3). Morphology, the 
study of morphemes, or the internal structures of words and how they 
can be modified.It means that morphological is a field of in linguistic 
that examines how a word can be formed in a language.  
3) Word Formation  
Word formation is the process of formed the word or creation the 
word (Richard et al, 1985:321). The process of word formation are: 
1. Compounding 
Compounding consists in the combination of two or more 






Derivation is the word formation process by giving a word 
to the word so as to produce changes in the word class and 
changes in the meaning of the word. 
3.  Inflection  
Inflection is word formation process by adding additions 
but not change the word class  
4. Coinage  
Coinage is the word formation process in which a new 
word is create either deliberately or accidentally without using 
the other word formation process. 
5. Blending  
Blending is a combination of two or more words to create a 
new one, usually by taking the beginning of the other word 
and the end of the other one. 
6. Clipping  
Clipping is the process whereby new words are formed by 
shortening other words. 
7. Conversion  
Conversion is word formation process that assigns an 
existing word to a different word class (part of speech) or 
syntactic category. 
8. Back Formation 




of another word, or process of how this new word is made. 
9. Borrowing Word 
Borrowing word is taking over of words from other languages 
Yule (2006). 
4) Borrowing Word 
1. Borrowing Word 
Borrowing is the taking over words from other languages. 
Borrowed words refers to the process of the speakers who are 
adopting words from a source language into their native language. 
Haugen (1950:210) states that borrowing is the adoption of a 
linguistic feature previously use in another. Borrowing words is a 
word formation process by borrowed or taking other vocabulary so it 
becomes the part of language itself. Pei (1966 : 245)) said that 
Borrowing words is the process whereby new words are formed by 
adopting words from other languages together with the concept or 
ideas they stand for. Borrowing is the main external cause of 
language change from one language to other language.  
 
2. Types of Borrowing Words 
To describe the borrowing words in Ende language the 
researcher use the Haugen’s theory (1950:214) .There are three types 
of borrowing. 
 




Loan word is the process of morphological importation 
involving no morphological replacement but with or without 
substitution in phoneme. These importation do not imply 
grammatical change. In can be conclude the borrower adopted 
the pronunciation and spelling from original word. Loan words 
are words adopted by the speakers of one language from a 
different language. There are the kinds of loan words:  
1. Loan word without phonetic substitution  
The adapted spelling of the loan words was not to 
Indonesian, however the pronunciation was adapted from 
Indonesian  
2. Loan  word with partial phonetic substation  
It is Indonesian loan words the has been adapted partially 
to Ende language both in spelling and the nunciation and is 
change in the end of the word. 
3. Loan word with complete phonetic substitution 
Indonesian loan words which have the spelling and 
pronunciation change to Ende language completely and 
some words the pronunciation stay as they were even the 








b. Loan Shift 
Loan shift is the morphological substitution without 
important but involve loan translation and semantic loans. Loan 
shift is foreign concepts represented by native form. 
c. Loan Blend 
Loan blend is the combination of morphology substitution 
and importation, but structure fits the model. The loan blend 
process is combination of foreign and native word. 
 
3. The factors of borrowing word 
 Language is alive. Language is grown up from time to time. 
Language adapts with the time. Every language has a contact to one 
another. According to Gilbert (1980:93-95), the factors of borrowing 
foreign words are:  
1) The lack of thesaurus in a language  
It means that is fit to the expression because another language is 
considered more important to fit the expression, and because of 
the meaning of the words in another language is more suitable 
than in a language. 
2) Many new words appear 
3) There is a rejection from the borrowing language society to the 
words that are created by its own language 
 




1. Indonesian Language  
Indonesian language, Alwi (2002:88) interprets language as 
arbitrary system of symbolic sounds, used by all people or 
members of society to cooperate, interact, and identify 
themselves in a good conversation, good behavior, and good 
manners. Akmajian (1995) said that Language is an arbitrary 
sound symbol system used by members of social groups to work 
together, communicate, and identify themselves. 
Indonesian language is the official language in Indonesia. 
There are also those who say that language is a system of symbol 
of sound that are used as a communication in undergoing social 
interactions. 
2. Local language 
According to KamusBesarBahasa Indonesia (Great Dictionary 
of Indonesian Language), the local language is commonly used in an 
area. Sausurre (1978) said that language is the most prominent 
characteristic of defenders because with language each social group 
feels itself as a different unit than other groups. Regional language is 
a language that is different from the official language of a country and 
is used by some citizens of that country. It also called traditional 
language, mother tongue or ethnic language. 
From some definition above, it can be concluded that regional 
language is a language spoken in a region in a national state, both 




3. Ende Language 
 Ende Regency is one of districts in the of East Nusa Tenggara 
(NTT) province. Ende Regency is located in the middle of Flores 
Island, with two ethnic, namely the Ende ethnic and Lio ethnic. Ende 
ethnic stays along the west coast area of Ende district while the Lio 
ethnic stays in the eastern and northern regions of Ende district. 
Ende language is one of the regional languages found on 
Flores Island used by native speaker in Ende. While the Lio language 
is used by the people in Lio ethnic. Both of these ethnics have almost 
the same language but have different in the accents. In this languages 
have similar vocabulary but it has a little different in consonant letter 
when used in the words. For example Lambu (Lio Language) and 
Zambu (Ende Language) for clothes, Selake (Lio Language) and 
sezake (Ende Language) for pants, lako (Lio Language) and zako 
(Ende Language) for dogs, raka (Ende Language) andjaka (Lio 
Language) to boil. 
 
B. Related Research 
There are some previous researches to support the completion of this 
thesis. They will give the researcher different perception and how to conduct 
this research.  
The first research was conducted by I Gede Erick KristianArinjaya 
(2007) under the tittle “English Borrowing Words in Indonesian Novel 




borrowing words used in Indonesian novel ManusiaSetengah Salmon. The 
result of this study stated that the type of borrowing words, loan shift, was 
also found in the novel. There were 2 loan shift found 2 of which belong to 
the extension only and none belongs to the creation. 
The second research conduct by IntanPermatasari(2009) under the 
tittle “An Analysis of Borrowing Technique in the book MembedahMitos- 
MitosMasaKini by Roland Barthes”. The problems that appointed are how 
the level acceptability of the sentences containing borrowing words in the 
target text and how the level of readability of the sentences containing 
borrowing words in the target text. This research just focused on the 
analysis of the borrowing words and how they affect the quality of the 
translation. The result of this research stated that the answer of the first 
problem statement is the borrowing technique used the translator causes low 
level of acceptability of the sentence in target language. In other word, the 
sentence which contained loan words are not acceptable in target language. 
And the answer of second problem statement is the most of the loan words 
in the sentence are not clearly understood. In the other word, the sentence in 
the book which have loan words in it are not readable. 
The two previous researches have different explanation and finding 
with the research that is conducted by the researcher. Some previous 
research above just focused on the types of borrowing word used in 
Indonesian novel ManusiaSetengahDewa and just focused to find the level 
acceptability and readability of the sentences containing borrowing words in 




Barthes. Here, in this research the researcher just find the types of 
borrowing words and the factors that cause the borrowing words are used in 




























A. Research Design 
The research approach taken in the study of an analysis on 
Indonesian borrowing words in Ende Language is descriptive 
qualitative method whereas the data taken is in the form of words. 
There is the language used by native speakers of Ende in their daily 
lives to communicate. 
The researcher used qualitative descriptive method to describe the 
data, because the researcher wants to describe the data by finding the 
types of borrowing word and the factors that cause the Indonesian 
borrowing word in Ende language.  
In other words, the form of qualitative research data is words, images, 
and numbers that are not generated through statistical processing. This 
descriptive data can be produced from interview, field notes through 
observation, photograph, videos, personal document, memo note, and 
other official documents. 
 
B. Location and Schedule 
1) Research location 
This research was be conducted in Kerirea Village, Nangapanda 






This research was conducted in October 2019. This research started 
from doing the preliminary research, determining supervisor and 
choosing the topic of research. The process of consulting the proposal 
wereseven months, from March to October. On November the research 
has done research, collected the data and analyzed the data. The last 
step was on August the researcher consult the thesis and did the 
examination. 
 
C. Research Subject 
The research subject of this research is local people in Kerirea 
Village, Nangapanda District, Ende Regency.  
 
D. Research Instrument  
 To collect the data and Information the researcher used the 
some Instruments, they are as follows : 
1. Observation  
 Observation is the method used to obtain data by means of 
listening to data usage. Observation is used to observe the local 
people that used Ende language. Observation is used to know the 
types of borrowing word used in Ende language. According to 
Bugin (2007: 155) observation divided into three types of 
observation. There are, participation observation, unstructured 




say, unstructured observation is the observation that the researcher 
does not used observation guidelines whereas the researcher must 
be able to develop in observing an object.  This method is a 
method of collecting data by direct observation from a language. 
In this research the researcher will use unstructured observation to 
collect the data from informant. 
2. Interview 
 Interview is a method of collecting the data by conducting 
conversation with informants. Interview is the process of 
communication or interaction to gather information by the means of 
question and answer between researcher and informants or research 
subject to obtain information in depth. Interview is used to interview 
the informant or native speaker to get the information. Interview is 
used to find out the factors that cause of borrowing word in Ende 
language. According to Sugiyono (2006; 138-140) there are two types 
of interview, the first is structured interview and the second is 
unstructured interview. In this research the researcher used 
unstructured interview.  
 
E. Data Collecting Technique 
The data collecting technique applied in this research are 
observation, interview.  




. In this observation the researcher collect the data 
through observation whereas the researcher an observer, 
she takes part directly in the process of language use to 
collect the data. In other word the researcher join with 
language user to collect the data. The researcher collect the 
data use hand phone to record the word when they have 
conversation. The researcher used unstructured observation 
to identify the types of borrowing words that used in Ende 
language.    
 
2. Interview  
In this interview the researcher directly involved and 
has a conversation with the language user as informants. 
The researcher start to interview with the question like, 
what are the factors that cause the Indonesian borrowing 
words in Ende language. And then the researcher just listen 
to the informant and analyze the data from informant to 
solve the research problem. The researcher interviewed the 
informants, the informants are the native speaker of Ende 
language and ready to interview.  
The researcher collect the data use hand phone to 
record the interview with the informant and write down the 




unstructured interview to finding the factors that cause the 
borrowing words in Ende language.  
 
 
F. Data Analysis Technique 
This research the researcher used the qualitative descriptive 
method. The researcher used non- statistical analysis to analyze the data. 
Non- statistical analysis is carried out if the data is qualitative method. 
The data is description, words are not number. 
The steps to be taken in analyzing the data in the research are as 
follows: 
1. The recording data werebe put into transcription. 
2. Classify the words in the data into certain types of borrowing 
words. 
3. Analyzing the data to explain the types of borrowing word used 
in Ende language and the factors of borrowing words used in 
Ende language. 












FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
  In this chapter, the researcher has answered and described the data found 
based on the research problem in chapter one. The researcher presented an in 
depth analysis of the data based on the data entitle “An Analysis on 
Indonesian Borrowing Words in Ende language". 
  The researcher showed  the data found in field and the discussion about 
the data that have been found in  Ende language. There are finding and 
discussion in this chapter where the researcher gave  the pure data on 
findings and the analysis of the data on the discussion. The researcher 
describe one by one the data clearly.  
A. Findings 
The findings obtained in this research is a form of processed 
interview and observation about the borrowing words on Ende 
languages and the factors of borrowing words on Ende language. 
Borrowing word is the adoption of a linguistic expression from one 
language into another language. Moreover Haugen classify the 
borrowing word into three types. They are loan word, loan shift, loan 
blend and the factors of borrowing words. The data of the types of 
borrowing will be presented clearly.  
 
 




a. Loan word 
1) Loan Words without Phonetic Substitution   
The Loan Words without phonetic substitution will be 
presented as follows:  







1 Baca Baca Read  
2 Ba bak Vessel  
3 Bunga bunga Flower  
4 Buku Buku Book  
5 Bola Bola Ball  
6 Lemari Lemari Cupboard  
7 Kursi Kursi Chair  
8 Sepatu Sepatu Shoe 
9 Sepeda Sepeda Bicycle  
10 Rak rak Shelf  
11 Gula Gula Sugar  
12 Kopi Kopi Coffee  
13 Kemeja Kemeja Shirt  
14 Kaos Kaos Undershirt  
15 Foto Foto Photo  
16 Nyanyi nyanyi Sing  
16 Lagu Lagu Song  
17 Tas Tas Bag  
18 Kipas Kipas Fan  
19 Terimakasih Terimaksaih Thank you  
20 Panci Panci Pan  
21 Durian  Durian  Durian  
22 Merica Merica Pepper  
23 Ketumbar Ketumbar Coriander  
24 Rambutan rambutan Rambutan 
25 Salak Salak Thorny palm  
26 Jambu Jambu Cashew fruit  
27 Susu Susu Milk  
28 Pita  Pita  Ribbon  




30 Boneka Boneka Doll  
31 Gereja Gereja Church   
32 Papantulis Papantulis White board  
33 Kami  Kami  We  
34 Kau Kau You  
35 Minggu Minggu Sunday  
35 Selasa Selasa Tuesday 
36 Kamera Kamera Camera  
37 Januari Januari January  
40 Kaos kaki  Kaos kaki  Sock  
41 Lilin Lilin Candle  
42 Melon  Melon   Melon  
43 Martabak Martabak Martabak 
44 Nangka Nangka Jackfruit  
45 Catok Catok Wise  
46 Pel Pel Mop  
47 Ember  Ember  Bucket  
48 Sumpit Sumpit Chopstick  
49 Dos  Dos  Box  
50 Kacamata Kacamata Eyeglasses 
51 Masker  Masker  Mask  
52 Apel Apel Apple  
53 Tepung Tepung Flour  
54 Wortel Wortel Carrot  
55 Sawi Sawi Mustard  
56 Kol Kol Cabbage  
57 Seng Seng Zinc  
58 Kalender Kalender Calendar  
59 Alismata Alismata Eyebrow  
60 Rasa  Rasa  Feel  
61 Kamus Kamus Dictionary  
62 Coba Coba Try  
63 Juta Juta Million  
64 Miliar Miliar Billion  
65 Pertama Pertama First  
66 Labu Labu Pumpkin  
67 Ribu Ribu Thousand 
68 Mei  Mei  May  
69 April  April  April  
71 Bakso Bakso Meat ball  




73 Jerapah Jerapah Giraffe  
74 Angsa Angsa Goose  
75 Unta Unta Camel 
76 Singa Singa Lion  
77 Minuman Minuman A drink  
78 Kelinci Kelinci Rabbit  
79 Hiu Hiu Shark  
80 Cumi Cumi Squid  
81 Harimau Harimau Tiger  
82 Lumba –lumba Lumba-lumba Dolphin   
83 Serigala Serigala Wolf  
84 Kutu Kutu Louse  
85 Mengaku Mengaku Admit  
86 Setuju Setuju Agree  
87 Menghina Menghina Affront  
88 Janji Janji Promise  
89 Tunda Tunda Delay  
90 Sombong Sombomg Arrogant  
91 Sopan Sopan Respectful  
92 Lucu Lucu Funny  
93 Terkenal Terkenal Famous  
94 Berani Berani Brave  
95 Durhaka Durhaka Rebellious  
96 Percaya Percaya Believe  
103 Desember Desember December  
104 Kartu Kartu Card  
 
            Based on the data in the table above, the researcher found 104 of 
loan words without phonetic substitution, where the data were taken when 
the researcher observed the people in Kerirea village when they speak in 
their daily activity. 
2) Loan words with Partial Phonetic Substitution  
The Loan words with partial phonetic substitution will be 












1 Sari  Saring Sift  
2 Lapanga Lapangan Square  
3 Termina Terminal  Station  
4 Tembo Tembok Wall  
5 Gamba Gambar Drawing  
6 Kerta Kertas Paper  
7 Kanto Kantor  Office  
8 Sabu Sabun Soap  
9 Sika Sikat Brush  
10 Handu Handuk Towel  
11 Lapu Lampu Lamp  
12 Danda Dandang Cormorant  
13 Basko Baskom Basin  
14 Keranja Keranjang Hamper  
15 Tuli Tulis Write  
16 Oba  Obat Medicine  
17 Cere  Cerek Kettle  
18 Jepi Jepit Pin  
19 Gayu Gayung Dipper  
20 Sente Senter Flashlight  
21 Timu Mentimun Cucumber  
22 Ika Ikan Fish  
23 Belaja Belajar Leran 
24 Skola Sekolah School  
25 Pinja Pinjam Borrow  
26 Libu Libur Holiday  
27 Te  Teh Tea  
28 Angi Angin Wind  
29 Bersih Membersikan Clean up  
      30 Eko Ekor Tail  
31 Minu Minum Drink  
32 Jaga Menjaga Take care  
33 Tawa Tertawa Laugh 
34 Perbai Memperbaiki Repair  




36 Sumpa Sumpah Oath  
      37 Aja Mengajar Teaching  
      42 Piki Berpikir Think  
38  Saba Sabar Patient  
39 Tutu Tutup Close  
40 Lengka Lengkap Complete  
41 Kela Kelas Class  
42 Tempasampa Tempatsampah Dump  
43 Nonto Nonton Watch  
44 Sendonasi Sendoknasi Spoon  
45 Mangko Mangkuk Bowl  
46 Juma Jumat Friday  
47 Pasa Pasar Market  
48 Kapa Kapal Ship  
49 Pesawa Pesawat Plane  
50 Kama mandi Kamarmandi  Bathroom  
51 Hapu Hapus Delete  
52 Gari Garis Line  
53 Core  Coret Streak  
54 Nika Nikah Marriage  
55 Cengke Cengkeh Clove  
56 Sari  Saring Sift  
 Based on the data in the table above, the researcher found 56 of loan 
words with partial phonetic substitution, where the data is taken when 
the researcher observed the people in Kerirea village when they speak 
in their daily activity. 
3) Loan words with complete phonetic substitution  
The loan words without phonetic substitution will be 
presented as follows : 







1 Nggaji Gaji Wage  




3 Kae Kain Fabric  
4 Kusi Kunci Key  
5  Ganggo Mengganggu Disturb  
6 Gerfu Garpu Fork  
7 Sene Senin Monday  
8 Hami Kamis Thursday  
9 Setu Sabtu Saturday  
10 Roba Berubah Change  
11 Capo  Campur Blend  
 
             Based on the data in table above, the researcher found 11 of 
loan words with complete phonetic substitution, where the data is 
taken when the researcher observed the people in Kerirea village when 
they speak in their daily activity 
b. Loan shift  
 Loan Shift is a word borrowed from another language in which 
native morphemes have replaced some of original ones in the 
borrowing word.  
For example :“Suksesnya program 
regisrasiinitidaklepasdarikomunikasi yang intensantarapemerintah.”  
The word “komunikasi” in Indonesian language is formed from 
English language means Communication. It include the Loan Shift 
type. 
Based on the observation sections the researcher did not find the 
borrowing words in loan shift type in the observation and the interview 




Kerireavillage, the researcher not found the loan shift type of 
borrowing words in their daily conversation.  
 
c. Loan blend  
In the observation sections the researcher found 4 of loan 
blend in Ende language, the loan blend will be presented as 
follows:  
Table 4.4 Loan blend in Ende language  
1 Kades Kepaladesa Headman  
2 Ruko Rumahtoko Shophouse 
3 Sekdes Sekeretarisdesa Villange 
secretary  
4 Waka Wakilkepala Deputy chief  
 
 Based on the data in the table above, the researcher found that Kades, 
Ruko, SekdesandWaka are the loan blend are used in Ende language. 
The data is taken when the researcher observed the people in Kerirea 
village when they speak in their daily activity. 
2. The factors of borrowing words in Ende language. 
Based on the interview sections, the researcher found the 
factors of borrowing words in Ende language. The factors of 
borrowing words will explained bellow:  
 
1) The lack of thesaurus in Ende language 
  In the interview section, the researcher asked the 




informant answered that “because we have no words in Ende 
language to express something what we want to do” 
(Informant, Interview, 09-11-19). It means that the people in 
Ende use borrowing words when they have no words in Ende 
language to express something what they want to do. For 
example in the sentence” patimurikipassenana”, the word 
“kipas” means fan in Ende language is borrowed from 
Indonesian language because they have no word “kipas” in 
Ende language. 
  The second informant answered that “Everyday I speak 
Ende language, because it is mother tongue here, but 
sometimesIused Indonesian language when no words in Ende 
to explain what I say”(Informant, Interview, 09-11-19). It 
means that every day she speaks Ende language but sometimes 
she speaks Indonesian language when she has no words to say 
what she wants to say. The third informants answered that” we 
used borrowing words because there are no words that 
suitable to express what we have to say, therefore we often use 
the words from Indonesian language that more suitable to 
express something happen” (Informant, Interview,10-11-19) , 
and another informant answer that “I can use Ende language 





  Generally, the people in Kerirea village used Ende 
language when they speak each other but sometimes they 
borrowed the words from Indonesian language when they have 
no words in Ende language to express something because the 
lack of thesaurus in Ende language 
 
2) Many new words appear in Ende language. 
  In the interview section, the researcher asked the 
informants and they answer that “because there are many new 
words which appear in Ende language, we can used the words 
where it has no meaning in Ende language”(Informant, 
Interview 10-11-19). For example the word “Gerfu” means 
fork in the sentence”mazagerfusenajo mo ka mi” the word 
“gerfu” Ende language is borrowed from Indonesian language. 
  The other informants answer that “because there are 
many new words appear that known by the people here” 
(Informant, Interview, 10-11-19).It means that people in 
Kerirea village they used Ende language in their daily life but 
sometimes when they speak each other they  used the new 
words from Indonesian language if it has no meaning in Ende 
language. For example the word “ Boneka” in Ende language 





3) There is a rejection from the borrowing language society to the 
words that are created by its own language. 
  In the interview section, the researcher asked the 
informants and they answer that” there is no word rejection in 
Ende language, we always receive the new word from other 
language when it no meaning in Ende language”(Informant, 
Interview,,,09-11-19).It means that the people in Ende just 
receive the new word from other language if this words has no 
meaning in Ende language. 
 
B. Discussions  
Based on the data from the result of this study, the researcher discusses 
it as proof between the theoretical studies as set forth in the result of research 
(previous research) as empirical data. According to Haugen borrowing is the 
adoption of a linguistic feature previously used in another. Ende language is 
one of the regional languages found on Flores Island used by native speaker in 
Ende. The borrowing words on Ende language will be explained below. 
1. Types of borrowing words  
a. Loan words 
Based on the data that have been presented in the tables above, 
there are three types of Loan words occurred in research location 
would be describe as follows:  
1) Loan words without phonetic substitution could be seen in the data 




(D1) Baca /read  
Ebenabelajabacabuku 
3PL PC-learn read book  
They are learn to read the book 
(D2) Bunga / flower  
Bunganamekapeka 
Flower PC-blossom already  
The sun flower was blossom 
(D3) Lemari / wardrobe 
Ine ,mazazambu   one- lemari 
3SG take    clothes PREP- wardrobe  
Mom, please take the clothes in the wardrobe  
 
The sentences above shows the Loan word without 
phonetic substitution. On the data (D1) shows that occurred Loan 
word without phonetic substitution, therefore the word that 
borrowed on the data (D1) is word “baca”. The word “baca” in 
Ende language that borrowed from Indonesian language “baca” 
that is no phonetic substitution.   
On data (D2) show that the informant used the borrowing 
word in their daily activity like the word “Bunga” in the sentences 
“ bunganamekapeka” in Ende language that is no phonetic 
substitution. It means that the word “bunga” in Ende language also 




Based on the sentences above on data (D3) the word “Lemari” 
in the sentences “Inemazazambu one lemari” it also the loan word 
without phonetic substitution. Because of that the word “lemari” 
in Ende language also borrowed from Indonesian language. 
 
2) Loan word with ending phonetic substitution  could be seen in the data 
on table 4.2  
(D4) Lapanga/ square  
Ebenaenge bola kaki norelapangaOrakery 
3PL PC play ball  foot PREP-square Orakery 
They are play football in Orakery square  
(D5) Tembo / wall on  
Kauma’embe’indekatembo 
2SG do not lean    PREP-wall    
You do not lean on the wall  
 
 (D6) Gamba / draw  
Ja’ogambaniakaundekabuku 
1SG draw   face 2SG PREP book  
I drawing your face in this book 
 
 Based on the data above, there are the Loan word with ending 




in Ende language occurred the deletion phonetic “n” that borrowed 
from Indonesian language “saring” become   “ sari”   
 In the data (D5) showed that the word “Tembo” in Ende 
language in the sentences “ma’embe’indekatembo” also occurred the 
deletion phonetic “k” that borrowed from Indonesian language 
“Tembok” become “ tembo”  
 Another data (D6) show that the informant used loan word in 
their daily conversation. It means that the informant used the loan 
word with partial phonetic substitution in Ende language. like the 
word “gamba” in the the sentences “ja’ogambaniakaundekabuku” in 
Ende language it also occurred  the deletion phonetic “r” that 




3) Loan word with complete phonetic substitution could be seen on table 4.3  
(D7)  Pulo / island  on table 4.3 no.3  
EbemeranorepuloEnde 
3PL live  PREP-island Ende 
They live in Endeisland 
(D8) Kusi / key on table 4.3 no. 4  
Embakusilemarikita 
Where key   cupboard 1PL 




(D9) Kae / fabric on table 4.3 no.6 
Ine, mbetakaebrokat 
3SG buy    fabric brocade  
Mom buy the fabric brocade 
 
 In the data (D7) shows that, the word “Pulo” in the sentences 
“ebenameranorepulo” occurred the phonetic deletion “au” that 
borrowed from Indonesian language “pulau” become “pulo” in Ende 
language. So that the phonetic substitution in the vocal ‘a’ and vocal 
‘u’ became vocal ‘o’ 
 In data (D8) the word “kusi” in the sentences 
“embakusilemarikita”. It also occurred the phonetic deletion ‘n’ that 
borrowed from Indonesian words “kunci” and also the consonant ‘c’ 
in the word “kunci” is substitute be consonant’s’. so that the word 
“kunci” become “kusi” in Ende language.  
 In another data (D9) shows that the word “kae” in Ende 
language  is also occurred the phonetic deletion  ‘i’ and ‘n’  that 
borrowed from Indonesian language “kain” become “kae” in Ende 
language then the substitute  phonetic ‘i’ and ‘n’ become ‘e’  
 
b. Loan Shift  
 The researcher did not find the borrowing words in loan shift type in the 




the people in Kerirea village, the researcher not found the loan shift type of 
borrowing words in their daily conversation. 
 
c. Loan Blend  
The loan blend type data could be seen on the table 4.4, the data showed that 
there are the loan blend in Ende language.  
(D1) Kades / Headman  
Kadesbaru kami napawekare’e 
Headman new 1PL PC friendly very  
Our new headman is very friendly 
(D2) Ruko / Shop house  
Andy ne’ekeluargakidu’undekaruko 
3SG  CONJ- family-   POSS live  PREP shop house   
Andy and his family live in the shop house  
(D3) Sekdes / village secretary o 
Sekdes      kami   nasare 
Village secretary1PL PC- beautiful  
Our  village secretary is beautiful  
 Based on the data above on the (D1) shows that the loan blend 
happened in the sentences “ kadesbaru kami napawekare’e”. The 
wordkadesin Ende language is formed from Indonesian language 
(KepalaDesa)”kades”. It is included a loan blend because loan blend is 
combination between two words, such as, the words “kepala and desa” 




 It also occurred on the data (D2), it shows the Loan Blend happened 
in Ende language. The word “Ruko”  in the sentences “Andy 
ne’ekeluargakidu’undekarukoin Ende language is formed from “ruko” 
(RumahToko) in Indonesian language. It also included the loan blend 
because loan blend is combination between two words, such as the words 
“rumah and toko” become “ruko”   
 Therefore, in the data (D3) shows that the loan blend also happened in 
the sentences “sekdes kami nasare” the word “sekdes “ in Ende language is 
also  formed from “SekretarisDesa” in Indonesian language. It also 
included the loan blend because loan blend is combination between two 






2. The factors of borrowing words 
 In this part, the researcher explained the data about the factors of 
borrowing word have found in Ende language, the researcher used the 
interview sheet to collect the data of three factors of borrowing are The 
lack of thesaurus in Ende language, Many new words appear in Ende 
language, There is a rejection from the borrowing language society to the 




accepting the foreign words. The factors of borrowing word will be 
explained below : 
a. The lack of thesaurus in Ende language.  
 In the conversation with the informant, they stated that when they 
speak to each other sometimes they borrowed the words from another 
language, for example Indonesian language because there is no words in 
Ende language that suitable to express something, therefore they often  use 
Indonesian language that more suitable to express something. 
       The reason is the lack of thesaurus of words in the conversation 
in Ende language until borrowed the words from Indonesian 
language. For example, the words(kipas,tas, dompet, meja, buku, 
rak,) 
b. Many new words appear in Ende language. 
 Based on the conversation with the informant, they stated that 
recently because the development of time there are many vocabulary 
popping up. For example, the word “gerfu” means fork,  formerly no 
fork and now there’s a fork, then that formerly no fork so the word 
appears, but the thesaurus of words in Ende language have no supply 
of words until Ende language also borrowed the word from 
Indonesian language. Another example could be seen on the table 4.1 
  
c. There is a rejection from the borrowing language society to the words that 





 In the conversation with the informant, they stated that there 
are no words rejection in their language. They just accepted the new 
words if the words has no meaning in EndeLanguage . 
 Based on the data above, the researcher just found two factors 
of borrowing words in Ende language such as The lack of thesaurus 





















 This chapter presents two major parts: conclusion and suggestion. The 
conclusion section deals with the findings and discussion related to the object of 
study. Meanwhile, the suggestion section discusses several suggestion for readers 
and other researchers who might want to improve and conduct a similar research. 
A. Conclussion 
Completing this study, the researcher concludes the findings that is 
able to reveal the answer of two research problem. 1) Based on Haugen 
theory, the researcher found that there three types of borrowing words in 
Ende language. they are: Loan Word , Loan Shift and and Loan Blend. 
Based on the explanation above the types of Loan Word is dominated in 
Ende language.  2) The factors of borrowing word in Ende language. Based 
on Gilbert theory, there are three factors of borrowing words. However this 
research the researcher just found two factors of borrowing, they areThe lack 
of thesaurus in Ende language and Many new words appear in Ende 
language. 
 
B.  Suggestions 
1. For the society in Ende, the researcher hope that after this writhing 
publish it can be giving the knowledge about the types and the factor of 
borrowing words in Ende language. 
 
2. For the next researcher who wants to research about the same researcher 
other research. The results of this study are only for reference. As for the 




similarities in things in a study, but must look more or more in detail 
about the uniqueness in a local language. In other words, as a researcher 
means that there is an opportunity that can be used to see the smallest 
things about the culture of the region in order to remain preserved over 
the times. As researchers, we feel called to explore every unique culture 
of the local language we have. This research is only a reference in 
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